
P.O.W. Protect Our Women
Program Structure

Mission

Our Mission is to empower women who have been effected by trauma due to.Incarceration,

domestic violence, sexual abuse, childhood trauma and addiction ect. We want to embody the

idea of being a sisterhood and community of women. That protects one another and plants seeds

in future generations of young women and girls to do the same. .

Vison

Our vision is to take a 12 month journey into the lives of women. Creating a safe space for those

with different challenges and transgressions they are facing in their lives. To share their problems

and stories with other women. To empower each other and let them know that they are not

alone. We want to be the source that they need to guide them through their transition. From

incarceration to home, society, motherhood and survival ect.

OVERVIEW

With trauma as its focus and led by women, P.O.W. (Protect Our Women) will be an integrated

year-long cohort-based program designed to give women a voice to control their own personal

stories and teach them how to advocate for changes to the current injustice system. The P.O.W

project will emphasize confidence building and leadership skills for the purpose of gaining power

through facing the trauma of incarceration. It is our hope that women who complete this program

will become leaders for the following year’s cohort. This program is meant to become

self-sustaining and perpetual.



PURPOSE

A woman’s pathway to incarceration can differ greatly from a man’s and gender-responsive

programs are necessary because they consider women’s unique circumstances. Jail systems are

dehumanizing and add further and unnecessary layers of trauma to that which has already been

experienced. We believe by providing gender-responsive programming from a position of

genuine care and compassion, we will empower women who are in an unempowering situation.

Healed and emboldened women with a strong network and support system can regain control of

their own narrative and positively impact their current surroundings and society as a whole. .

Project Structure

We have designed a 12month long instructional cohort to deal with 10 areas of interest. Here are

the following:

Month 1- Facilitator and Partner Training/Credit Coach

● We want to be able to take the time.To train those who will be directly working with these

women. We feel that the closest person to the problem is the closest to the solution. We

have connected with other previously incarcerated women. Who are thriving and doing

well in society. To come in and train our partners and facilitators on. People's first

language, trauma of incarceration, and what triggers may look like. We want these women

to find this as a safe and welcoming place to heal and not cause further harm.

● Each participant will have a credit coach for the duration of the program. To help them

repair their credit. As well as credit counseling and getting them on the road to healthy

credit and money management. They will meet periodically with their coach throughout

the 12 months of this course.

Month 2-5 Trauma, Mental Health, Addiction

● We created this 4 month module to tackle all of the above stated. We felt in order for a

person to truly be successful that they would have to expose what is or has held them

back. What led to incarceration and how to overcome those hurdles into a brighter future.

We decided to give more time to the identified elements of the program. Due to the

nature of what it can look like and to give people time to heal and deal. We don’t want to

rush the process and understand the delicacy of it.



Month 6 Agricultural Project with The Height Movement

● This project will be a physical exploration of what growth is. These women will begin to not

only grow vegetables and fruit, but through this project. We want them to truly

understand that growth takes time, patience, and a little work. However, if you deposit

this into the earth and your life. You will see a positive harvest in your community and

self.

Month 7 Self Worth

● Here is where the fun begins. After we have torn ourselves apart we know that you can't

take something and not fill it up and put it back in. This is the phase of empowerment

and

learning how to love yourself. Not needing any validation and owning the true essence of

who you are. Leaving your past mistakes behind and walking into your purpose.

Month 8 Leadership Development

● In this module we want to develop strong leaders and give them leadership skills that they

will be able to use. Not only in their everyday lives, but in business as well. We will be

implementing DKB Wave Training facilitated by Dr. Zaria Daz=vis. Who is a trained

facilitator for this program.

● Please click the link to see more https://dkbwave.com/breakthrough-action/

Month 9 Support Group Facilitator Training

● In this section of the model. We have brought in our partners at FAITH FREEDOM AND

LIFE. To facilitate how to be a support group leader. What that looks like and give these

women the skills that they need to support other women like them.

Month 10 Advocacy Training

● This training will touch on how to effectively advocate for themselves, others who are still

incarcerated, their children. Ect. The point of POW is to give women back the power that

was taken from them through challenges they have faced in their lives. We believe in

employing these skills of advocacy. It will do just that.

Month 11 I'm every woman



● Studies have shown that women's reproductive health can cause a shift in their mind

and mental health. The woman's body can at times be very mysterious and if not in

the right alignment, Can cause depression, fatigue, excessive weight gain due to

poor reproductive health and lack of knowledge concerning it. We have selected an

amazing team of Doulas.To take a holistic approach to learning more about our

bodies. How it affects us as a whole and ways to a healthier approach. .

Month 12 Graduation and Gala

● We want to host a red carpet event for these women and a guest. To dress up feels

beautiful and empowered. We would like to have an awards ceremony and dinner for all

the recipients of this cohort.

What’s NEXT…..
Now that they have completed the program. They will receive a $300 stipend as well as
continued credit, homeownership and business counseling. For the next 12 months. They will
also have access to their POW ANGEL sponsor for the next 12 months as well. As a continued
support system. They will have continued access to the community garden for fresh fruits and
veggies. For them and their families.

Not to mention that throught their training they will be certified trainers. To come back next year
and facilitate a few of the meetings.


